CSAP Requirements

- ASAP member in good standing
- Recommended 5-10 years alliance management experience
- CA-AM certified
- Six certification qualification points (see: Renewal & Eligibility)
- Completed application and purchase of CSAP certification Exam Prep Workshop or CSAP Preparation Toolkit (click for purchase options)

Exam Details

- Exam is computer-based and proctored*
- Takes an average of 2-3 hours to finish
- Exam is experiential in nature – questions appear to have more than one right answer, but there is only one “best” answer
- Consists of 150 multiple choice questions
- A score of 102 is required to pass

*CSAP Proctor Information

The CSAP Exam is an electronic examination, will be proctored online via a web camera, and can be taken from your office, home or any other location that has a high-speed internet connection.

For more information about the CSAP exam, please see the following answers to some Frequently Asked Questions

CSAP exam applications are processed as quickly as possible. Applications may take up to three business days to process. Communications regarding your application will come from AutoResponse@captus.com (please make sure to whitelist and look for this email)

For questions, please contact Lori Gold at lgold@strategic-alliances.org or +1 781-562-1630 ext. 203